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RC-600

RATCHETING CABLE CUTTER

Cuts up to 600 mcm stranded copper cable, 750 mcm stranded 
aluminum cable. Maximum capacity is 1 3/4” (45mm) diameter.  Cleanly 
cut copper or aluminum & multi-conductor cable up to 600 mcm. Unique 
design to hold and cut cable quickly, easily with minimum effort.   Spring 
design to hold cutter in the open position when needed.  Quick release 
for easy opening.   Large ergonomic handle design (Not designed for 
cutting ACSR or steel)

JONARD

P/N LENGTH DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

RC-600 12” Ratcheting Cable Cutter 34.0 oz

SLIP JOINT SIDE CUT PLIERS

For heavy-duty use. Polished head, red plastic handles 
and flush bolt. Machined gripping teeth and 3/8” hardened wire cutter.

JONARD

P/N LENGTH

JAW

WIDTH

JAW

THICKNESS

JAW

LENGTH

CUTTER

LENGTH WEIGHT

BCOMB 7 5/8” 1 1/4” 3/8” 1 3/4” 3/8” 9.8 oz

BCOMB

PLS-5

HEAT COIL PLIERS

Designed for installing and extracting heat coils, fuses from line 
amplifiers and other cylindrical shaped components. The thin nosed jaw 
allows easy access to tight restricted areas. Yellow plastic handle.

JONARD

P/N LENGTH

JAW

WIDTH

JAW

THICKNESS

JAW

LENGTH WEIGHT

PLS-5 5” 1/2” 5/16” 1 13/16” 3.4 oz

TS-850

TABBING SHEAR

Also known as a cable sheath shear. Designed for making longitudinal 
cuts in the cable sheath and the metallic shield for placement of inner 
sheath bond clamps. Made of chrome vanadium steel with a special 
hardening process for durability, with a precision ground blade for 
superior cutting. Plastic formed ergonomic handles for safety and 
comfort and a latch to keep the handles closed when not in use. The 
volute spring allows for easy opening and closing. 

JONARD

P/N LENGTH DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

TS-850 8 1/2” Tabbing Shear 10.5 oz
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